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Abstract

Computational and experimental studies are carried out to offer validation of the results obtained from
direct numerical simulation (DNS) of the flow and acoustic fields of slit resonators. The test cases include
slits with 901 corners and slits with 451 beveled edges housed inside an acoustic impedance tube. Slit widths
of 0.05, 0.10 and 0.20 in are used. Six frequencies from 0.5 to 3.0 kHz are chosen. Good agreement is found
between computed and measured reflection factors. To provide a more critical test, comparisons are also
made at frequencies near a natural resonance of the resonator. Again, good agreement is obtained. In
addition, incident sound waves having a white noise spectrum and a prescribed pseudo-random noise
spectrum are used in a subsequent series of tests. The computed broadband results are again found to agree
well with experimental data. It is believed the present results provide strong support that DNS can
eventually be a useful and accurate prediction tool for liner aeroacoustics. The usage of DNS as a design
tool is discussed and illustrated by a simple example.
r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, commercial jet engines are invariably fitted with acoustic liners for noise suppression
purposes. Properly designed liners are effective in suppressing both tones and broadband noise.
For nacelle liner applications, the local-reacting properties of perforate-honeycomb liners allow
their acoustic behavior to be characterized by a single complex quantity called acoustic impedance.
This quantity is greatly affected by high sound pressure levels and grazing flows. The lack of
see front matter r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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acoustic impedance models based on first principles necessitates a semi-empirical approach to
acoustic impedance prediction models. This semi-empiricism has been developed through extensive
experimental tests and engineering experience over the years. Therefore, current prediction models
are restricted in their applicability to innovative liner concepts by virtue of the limited validity
range of the empirical parameters.
The simplest liner structure consists of a porous facesheet bonded to a honeycomb-

compartmented cavity. Multiple layers of these structures can be cascaded to attain broadband
absorption by reducing the anti-resonance resistance, such that they are nearly as effective as bulk
absorbers. However, the design of optimized broadband liners poses a challenge because of the
harsh aeroacoustic conditions in which the liners are required to operate and the consequent effect
on liner acoustic impedance. The facesheet porosity is generally achieved with holes arranged in a
regular pattern. The dimensions of the holes and cavities determine the range of frequencies over
which the liner is most effective.
Because the effectiveness of such an absorber is sensitive to grazing flow speed and incident

sound, it is regarded as weakly nonlinear. It is this nonlinearity that has complicated the design of
acoustic liners for aircraft engine applications. Large databases have been collected over the past
three decades for a range of relevant liner geometry and aeroacoustic parameters. Unfortunately,
because of the small hole size, detailed experimental studies of the fluid dynamics associated with
the aeroacoustic environment in the resonator cavity and in and around the holes have not been
carried out. However, Ingard et al. [1,2] conducted flow visualization studies and hot wire
measurements on larger orifices. Their experimental observations, although not precisely
matching the effective Reynolds number based on the hole diameter, became the basis of a
number of semi-empirical liner flow models. Physically, the effect of Reynolds number could be
significant. Therefore, a careful and detailed study of the sound-induced flow field around the
opening of a resonator at the correct Reynolds number would be extremely useful in identifying
the dominant mechanism by which the resistive component of a resonant acoustic liner is related
to the fluid/structure interaction.
Recently, Tam et al. [3,4] initiated an effort to investigate the coupling between the flow and

sound fields of resonant liners by direct numerical simulation (DNS). One advantage of DNS is
that the smallness of the resonator opening is not a hindrance to the investigation, as is the case
with experimentation, and that the correct viscous effect can be reproduced in the computation. In
Ref. [3], it was found that for slit resonators with slit widths of 1mm or less the flow around the
slit was laminar even at incident sound pressure level (SPL) as high as 155 dB. The flow was totally
dominated by vortex shedding. The vortices were shed from the corners of the resonator opening.
This is quite different from the turbulent jet model considered by Melling [5] and used by others
[6,7] at high SPL. The vortex-shedding process effectively transfers acoustic energy into kinetic
energy associated with the rotational motion of the vortices. This rotational energy cannot be
reverted back into acoustic energy. It is eventually dissipated into heat by molecular viscosity. By
measuring and comparing the rate of energy transferred to the shed vortices and the energy
dissipation rate due directly to the effect of viscosity in their numerical simulations, Tam et al.
confirmed that vortex shedding was by far the dominant acoustic energy absorption mechanism in
this regime.
The primary objective of the present investigation is to provide validation of DNS results. For

this purpose, two series of slit resonator experiments were conducted with the NASA Langley
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Research Center normal incidence impedance tube. In one series, the experiments used normal
slits with 901 corners. In the other series, beveled slits of 451 angles were employed. The acoustic
impedances and absorption coefficients of resonators with slit widths of 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 in were
measured using the two-microphone method (see Refs. [8,9]). Independently, 2-D direct numerical
simulations of a similar impedance tube experiment were performed at the Florida State
University. Slit resonators were used in the investigation to inhibit 3-D responses in the
impedance tube, such that measurements and 2-D DNS calculations could be properly compared.
Measurements and DNS calculations were conducted for six frequencies for each slit width,
resulting in 36 cases altogether. The validity of DNS results is judged by comparing the measured
and computed reflection factors for all 36 cases. It is worthwhile to point out that in Ref. [4],
partial validation of DNS results was achieved. However, in that investigation, the experiments
were carried out in an impedance tube, but the numerical simulations were done without the tube.
Because of this difference, only the measured and computed absorption coefficients of the
resonators at different SPL and frequencies were compared and validated. In the present work,
the same impedance tube was used in the experiments and simulations. Hence, this may be
considered one of the first times validation of the computed acoustic impedance of resonators by
DNS has been successfully carried out to this level of detail. The authors recognize that studies of
a single-slit plate mounted over a single cavity are quite different from realistic liners. However, it
is crucial that this level of complexity be resolved with confidence before liners consisting of
perforated plates (with numerous cylindrical holes) mounted onto honeycomb (multiple cavities)
core can be successfully studied.
To provide a more sensitive validation test, comparisons between computed impedance by

DNS and experiment are made near a natural resonance frequency of the resonator. Again, good
agreement is found.
As a part of this effort, validation tests of DNS results of slit resonators under white noise

excitation as well as under incident sound waves with a prescribed pseudo-random noise spectrum
were also carried out. It was found that the computed resistance and reactance of the slit
resonators over the entire frequency spectrum were in good agreement with measurements.
Another objective of this work is to demonstrate that DNS not only has the potential to

improve our understanding of conventional acoustic liner flow physics, but may also eventually be
useful in liner design as well. To demonstrate that this expectation is realistic, we apply DNS to
the investigation of orifice flow field changes arising from modifying the lip geometry of a slit
resonator. Such changes are expected to have an impact on the sound absorption ability of the
resonator. It was mentioned above that vortex shedding at the opening of a resonator plays an
important role in the resistive component of acoustic impedance and consequently the absorption
of incident acoustic energy. To achieve maximum absorption, the acoustic impedance must be
properly matched to the source field. Thus, to improve sound absorption, a specific value of
resistance (and therefore vortex shedding, if that is the dominant resistance contributor) must be
implemented. It is important therefore to understand the effect of small modifications in orifice
geometry on acoustic impedance. One simple modification is to replace normal slits (901 corners)
with beveled slits (acute-angle corners). To test this geometrical modification in liner design, a
series of numerical simulations of the performance of slit resonators in a normal incidence
impedance tube is carried out. Visualization of the computed flow field reveals that at low SPL
there is no vortex shedding in the case of a normal slit, but vortex shedding occurs in the case of a
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beveled slit. As expected, this increase in vortex shedding results in an increase in resistance. This
example illustrates the possibility of using DNS to provide information that could be useful to the
choice and design of acoustic liner resonators.
2. Experimental instrumentation and procedure

2.1. Impedance tube description

The data used in the current study were acquired in a normal incidence tube (NIT) located in
the Flow Impedance Test Laboratory of NASA Langley Research Center. A schematic
illustration of this apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The tube has a cross section of 2 in� 2 in and a
length of 24 in. The test specimen surface is made to be coincident with the exit plane of the NIT
by means of a clamping arrangement designed to achieve an airtight fit. Six 120-W acoustic
drivers are combined via a manifold to generate acoustic plane waves over a frequency range of
0.5–3.0 kHz, with SPLs up to 155 dB at the test specimen surface. The acoustic waves interact with
the test specimen to create a standing wave pattern that uniquely characterizes the normal
incidence acoustic impedance of the test specimen.
An 0.25-in diameter condenser-type reference microphone (see Fig. 1), flush mounted 0.25 in

from the test specimen surface in the top wall of the NIT, is used to determine the total (incident
plus reflected) SPL at the test specimen surface. The two-microphone method (TMM) of Jones et
al. [9] is implemented with two microphones flush-mounted 1.25 in apart in a rotating steel plate in
the top wall. This allows the positions of two 0.25-in diameter condenser-type microphones to be
switched in a very convenient and precise manner. The acoustic impedance of the test specimen,
determined using the TMM, can then be used to separate the total acoustic pressure into incident
and reflected acoustic pressures.
Fig. 1. NASA LaRC normal incidence tube with instrumentation.
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2.2. Acoustic source description

Three types of acoustic source were used. The first was a single discrete frequency
source. A function generator was used to generate discrete frequencies over the frequency
range of 0.5–3.0 kHz, in steps of 0.5 kHz. At each frequency, the amplitude was set to the
maximum achievable level (up to 155 dB) at the reference microphone location. For these
tests, the harmonic content was at least 10 dB below the SPL recorded at the fundamental
frequency.
The second acoustic source was a broadband noise source. A white-noise generator was used to

generate a broadband sound field at an overall SPL (integrated from 0.5 to 3.0 kHz) of 140 dB in
the normal incidence tube. The resultant SPLs and phases at each of the microphone locations
were recorded at 25Hz increments from 0.5 to 3.0 kHz.
The third acoustic source was pseudo-random noise. This noise source was composed of a

combination of 13 discrete frequencies, with prescribed amplitudes and phases at each frequency.
To accomplish this, a computer code generated a digitized pattern as input to an arbitrary
waveform generator. The analog signal created from this digitized pattern was repetitively output
from the waveform generator. By adjusting amplitude and phase parameters in the computer code
(performed automatically by the code), the amplitude of each constituent frequency at the
reference microphone location was adjusted until the incident SPL of each was within �1:0 dB of
the target amplitude (136 dB). This procedure has the advantage of control of the incident sound
spectrum while maintaining a broadband noise distribution.
The incident acoustic pressures produced by the discrete frequency and pseudo-random noise

source types were used as input to the computational method (DNS) described elsewhere in this
paper to compute the acoustic impedance of the test specimen. Comparisons of the measured and
computed acoustic impedances (or related quantities) are used to demonstrate the validity of the
computational method.

2.3. Electronic instrumentation

Fig. 1 also shows the instrumentation used in the acoustic impedance measurements. An
arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) is used to output the electronic signals to generate either
discrete tones or pseudo-random noise. The AWG is replaced with a random noise generator for
tests with random noise. For each test, a fast Fourier transform (FFT) analyzer is used to measure
two transfer functions between the outputs of the microphones in the rotating plate (one with the
plate at 01 and the other with the plate rotated 1801). These results are stored on the computer.
Any effects of mismatched responses between the two microphone channels are removed by
appropriately averaging the two transfer functions. As mentioned earlier, this switched-
microphone implementation of the TMM allows the acoustic impedance of the test specimen
to be conveniently determined with confidence.

2.4. Description of test specimens

As shown in Fig. 2, the six test specimens consisted of single slits centered in 2-in square, 0.04-
in-thick facesheets that capped an airtight 2-in-square cross section cavity, 6 in deep. One
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objective of this test was to determine the effect of a 451 bevel (linearly flared slit walls) on the
acoustic impedance relative to that measured with no bevel (parallel slit walls). The span-wise
dimension of each slit was held constant at 2 in to match the width of the impedance tube. For the
three baseline (parallel wall) slits, the slit widths (slit wall separations) were 0.05, 0.10 and 0.20 in.
The minimum widths for the three corresponding beveled slits were set to the same dimensions.
Finally, the same backing cavity geometry was used for each test specimen to insure that
resonance frequency differences between each of the slit specimens would be completely
attributable to slit geometry effects.
3. Computational model and grid design

An impedance tube is a standard apparatus for measuring the normal incidence impedance of
an acoustic liner at a chosen measurement plane. The impedance tube model (virtual impedance
tube) for this investigation consists of a long tube, one end of which is partitioned into a resonator
by a plate with a slit as shown in Fig. 3. Physically, the aspect ratio of the slit is large so that a 2-D
model is considered to be adequate. At the other end of the tube is an acoustic driver. The acoustic
driver generates plane acoustic waves that propagate down the tube until they strike the plate
separating the resonator and the rest of the impedance tube. Part of the incident waves is reflected
back and part of the waves passes through the slit into the resonator. Two virtual microphones
are mounted on the walls of the impedance tube. They are used to measure the pressure time
history inside the tube. Analysis of the two pressure signals allows the acoustic impedance of the
resonator to be determined.
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3.1. Mathematical model

The flow and acoustic field inside an impedance tube are governed by the compressible
Navier–Stokes equations. However, viscous effects are important only in the region in or near the
slit. Away from the slit, the compressibility effect is most important. Thus, the governing
equations are switched to the Euler equations outside the immediate vicinity of the slit.
The following scales are used to nondimensionalize the flow variables: length scale ¼ D (the

thickness of the slit opening), velocity scale ¼ a0 (the speed of sound), density scale ¼ r0 (the gas
density in the absence of incident sound), and pressure and stress scale ¼ r0a

2
0: The governing

equations are

qr
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þ r
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þ uj
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where

tij ¼
1

RD

qui

qxj

þ
quj

qxi

� �
: (4)

RD ¼ Da0=n is the Reynolds number based on the thickness of the slit , n is the kinematic viscosity
of the fluid and g is the ratio of specific heats.
3.2. Mesh design

The impedance tube problem is a multi-scales problem. Near the walls forming the slit, the
viscous effect is dominant. Here the oscillatory flow through the slit, induced by the incident
sound, gives rise to a Stokes layer. The wave length, l; of an oscillatory Stokes layer is (see
Ref. [10])

l ¼ 2
pn
f

� �1=2

; (5)

where f is the frequency of oscillation. The 7-point dispersion-relation-preserving (DRP) scheme
(see Refs. [11,12]), which is used in the simulation, is capable of resolving a wave computationally
by using 7 to 8 mesh points per wavelength. Thus, the mesh size required at the slit is ðDxÞStokes ¼

l=8 ¼ 0:8ðn=pf Þ1=2:
Away from the slit, the fluid motion is dominated by the compressibility effect. The acoustic

wavelength is a0=f : The resolution requirement for the DRP scheme is, therefore, equal to
ðDxÞacoustic ¼ a0=ð8f Þ: The ratio of the mesh size is

Dxacoustic

DxStokes
¼

0:277a0

ðnf Þ1=2
: (6)

Under standard conditions, this ratio is equal to 320 for 6 kHz sound. This is a huge ratio and
must be addressed in the grid design.
In designing the computational mesh for the impedance tube problem, the frequency range to

be resolved is taken to be 0.5–6.0 kHz. This covers the maximum frequency range of planned
NASA experiments (only results for up to 3.0 kHz are reported in this report). To deal with the
large disparity of the spatial mesh size requirement, the multi-size-mesh multi-time-step DRP
scheme of Tam and Kurbatskii [13] is employed. This scheme uses uniform mesh size blocks with
mesh size change by a factor of two in adjacent blocks. Fig. 4 shows the mesh size design inside the
resonator. There are eight mesh blocks. The smallest size mesh, D1; is in the slit region (slit is
0.04 in thick) with Dx ¼ Dy ¼ D1 ¼ 0:05=80 in: This is small enough to resolve the viscous Stokes
layer adjacent to the wall. The largest size mesh is 27D1 or 128D1: This is sufficient to resolve
acoustic wave frequencies up to 6 kHz. Fig. 5 shows the mesh design inside the impedance tube
but outside the resonator. Again, eight layers of mesh are used. The block with the largest size
mesh occupies over 85% of the computation domain. This drastically reduces the amount of
computation needed in the simulations.
For simulations involving a 451 beveled slit, an additional mesh block is inserted at the mouth

of the opening as shown in Fig. 6. The mesh size is D1=2
1=2: Because the walls are now slanted at
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451, an oblique Cartesian mesh is used to maintain a body-fitted grid. A body-fitted grid is the best
for resolving the Stokes layer adjacent to the walls.

3.3. Computation algorithm

The multi-size-mesh multi-time-step DRP scheme of Tam and Kurbatskii [13] is used in the
simulation. This scheme, designed for multiple-scales problems, is particularly suited for the
present computation. One unique feature of this scheme is its multi-time-step marching capability.
Most computational fluid dynamics or computational aeroacoustics methods are formulated to
use a single time step for all the mesh points. The time step is, therefore, controlled by the stability
requirement of the smallest size mesh. This is very inefficient, as a lot of unnecessary computation
has to be performed over mesh points with large size mesh. The scheme of Tam and Kurbatskii
synchronizes the size of the time step with the spatial mesh size. Thus, most of the computations
are done over regions with the highest resolution where time scales are shorter. For the present
grid design, it is estimated that more than half of the computing effort is spent on the three blocks
with the finest meshes.
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Fig. 6. Mesh design for 451 beveled slit.
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The DRP scheme uses a central difference quotient for spatial discretization. An optimized
four-level method is used to advance the solution in time. Since a central difference scheme has no
intrinsic numerical damping, artificial selective damping terms (see Refs. [14,12]) are added to all
the discretized equations. The artificial selective damping has the property that the damping is
concentrated on high wavenumbers or the short waves. The damping rate for waves with low
wavenumber (i.e., the physical solution) is extremely small. Thus, artificial selective damping is
very effective in removing short spurious waves that may be generated at mesh-size-change
interfaces or wall boundaries. On including artificial selective damping, the discretized form of the
y-momentum equation (Eq. (2)) according to the DRP scheme is (the discretized forms of the
other governing equations are similar)

v
ðnþ1Þ
‘;m ¼ v

ðnÞ
‘;m þ Dt

X3
j¼0

bjK
ðn�jÞ
‘;m ; (7)

K
ðnÞ
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u
ðnÞ
‘;m
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X3
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ðnÞ
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v
ðnÞ
‘;m

Dy

X3
j¼�3

ajv
ðnÞ
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1
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1

Dy

X3
j¼�3

ajp
ðnÞ
‘;mþj

þ
1

rðnÞl:m
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1
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ðnÞ
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RD ¼ ða0DÞ=na is the mesh Reynolds number based on na; the artificial kinematic viscosity.
The last term of Eq. (8) is the artificial selective damping term. By taking the Fourier transform

of Eqs. (8) and (9) (see Ref. [14]), it is easy to find that the ratio of viscous damping to artificial
selective damping, in terms of wavenumber a; is given by

viscous damping

artificial selective damping
ffi

D

Dx

RD

RD

ðāDxÞ2

DðaDxÞ
;

where ā is the stencil wavenumber (see Refs. [11,12]). It is a function of aDx: DðaDxÞ is the
artificial selective damping function [14]. For the present problem with a mesh design as given in
Figs. 4 and 5, it is straightforward to find RD ffi 2:38� 104: For background damping RD is given
a value of 12.5. Fig. 7 shows the ratio of viscous to artificial selective damping. It is clear from this
figure that artificial selective damping is important only for short waves. Its inclusion is used to
remove spurious numerical waves, especially grid-to-grid oscillations. Along mesh-size-change
interfaces and wall boundaries, a smaller mesh Reynolds number is used. This increase in artificial
selective damping is used to ensure numerical stability by eliminating grid-to-grid oscillations and
spurious waves at their origin.
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12:5; and RD ¼ 2:38� 104:
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In all the simulations performed, the viscous terms in Eq. (2) are retained only for the five
blocks with the finest meshes. The viscous terms are neglected or the Euler equations are solved in
all the other blocks of the computation domain. Accordingly, the no-slip boundary conditions are
enforced only on walls adjacent to the five blocks with the finest meshes. The inviscid boundary
condition is enforced on all other wall surfaces.
At the top of the impedance tube where the acoustic driver is placed in the physical experiment,

a perfectly matched layer (PML) (see Ref. [3]) boundary condition is imposed. In this region, all
the dependent variables are separated into two parts. The first part is the prescribed incident
sound wave. The second part is the wave reflected from the surface of the test specimen. In the
PML boundary region, only the reflected waves are computed. They are damped to negligible
amplitudes as they propagate through the layer. The PML boundary condition is extremely
effective and it does not give rise to any reflected wave.
4. Validation of DNS results and observations

To validate DNS results, two series of experiments were carried out at the NASA Langley
Research Center. The first series was conducted with a slit with 901 corners, while the second
series was conducted with a slit with a beveled 451 corner. The slit thickness was held constant at
0.04 in, and slit widths of 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 in were used. Six sound frequencies at 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0,
2.5 and 3.0 kHz were included in the test matrix. Altogether, there were 36 experimental runs.
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Simultaneously, a parallel effort involving DNSs of a similar impedance tube was carried out at
the Florida State University. By prior agreement, the computed complex reflection factor of each
slit at various specified frequencies and incident SPLs were sent to NASA for comparison with
measurements.
Figs. 8–13 show the reflection factors obtained by DNS and experiments for the 901 slit. Figs. 8,

10 and 12 give the reflection factor magnitudes. Figs. 9, 11 and 13 give the corresponding phases.
Figs. 8 and 9 show the results of the 0.05-in slit. Figs. 10 and 11 are for the 0.1-in slit, while Figs.
12 and 13 are for the 0.2-in slit. When the DNS results and the experimental measurements were
first compared, it was noticed that there were favorable agreements at all frequencies, except at
2.5 kHz. In an effort to find a possible cause for the discrepancy, the experiments for the 0.05-in
slit were repeated. It was found that the newly measured data were nearly the same as the original
data, except for the 2.5 kHz case. The new measurement at 2.5 kHz, unlike the original data, gave
a reflection factor that was very close to the DNS results. To ensure that the good agreement with
the second series of experiments was not accidental, the experiments were repeated the third time
with the slit rotated by 901. As shown in Figs. 8 and 9, the third set of data was in excellent
agreement with the second set of data and the DNS results. This agreement between
measurements for two slit orientations indicated that 3-D effects were minimal in the experimental
results. Further experimental investigation at incident SPLs of 120–155 dB subsequently
demonstrated that the reflection factor at 2.5 kHz is extremely sensitive to changes in the incident
SPL.
The DNS results shown in Figs. 10–13 for the 0.1 and 0.2 in width slit with 901 corners are also

in good agreement with experimental measurements. The exception is again at 2.5 kHz. On
comparing these two sets of data with those of Figs. 8 and 9, it becomes clear that the agreement
Fig. 8. Comparisons between calculated and measured reflection factors of 901 slit with 0.05-in width. B; Reflection

factor magnitude, calculated; &; reflection factor magnitude, measured (trial #1); n; reflection factor magnitude,

measured (trial #2); 
; reflection factor magnitude, measured (trial #3, slit rotated by 901) (time dependence eiot).
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Fig. 9. Comparisons between calculated and measured reflection factors of 901 slit with 0.05-in width. B; Reflection

factor phase, calculated; &; reflection factor phase, measured (trial #1); n; reflection factor phase, measured (trial #2);


; reflection factor phase, measured (trial #3, slit rotated by 901).

Fig. 10. Comparisons between calculated and measured reflection factors of 901 slit with 0.1-in width. B; Reflection

factor magnitude, calculated; &; reflection factor magnitude, measured.

C.K.W. Tam et al. / Journal of Sound and Vibration 284 (2005) 947–984960
between numerically simulated results and measurements is not as good for the wider slits.
Perhaps this is somehow a result of the fact that, for a constant acoustic pressure, the acoustic
particle velocity is lower for the wider slits (resulting in reduced nonlinearity effects) than for the
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Fig. 11. Comparisons between calculated and measured reflection factors of 901 slit with 0.1-in width. B; Reflection

factor phase, calculated; &; reflection factor phase, measured.

Fig. 12. Comparisons between calculated and measured reflection factors of 901 slit with 0.2-in width. B; Reflection

factor magnitude, calculated; &; reflection factor magnitude, measured.
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narrower slit. This issue will be addressed in a future investigation. Also, generally speaking, the
phases of the reflection factors are in better agreement than the magnitudes.
The 451 beveled slit data is shown in Figs. 14–19. As can be seen, there is good overall

agreement between DNS results and experiments. Again there are significant differences at
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Fig. 13. Comparisons between calculated and measured reflection factors of 901 slit with 0.2-in width. B; Reflection

factor phase, calculated; &; reflection factor phase, measured.

Fig. 14. Comparisons between calculated and measured reflection factors of 451 beveled slit with 0.05-in width. B;
Reflection factor magnitude, calculated; &; reflection factor magnitude, measured.
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2.5 kHz. This is particularly true for the 0.1 in wide slit. At all other frequencies, the agreements
are comparable to those of the 901 slit.
Figs. 20 and 21 show comparisons between experimentally measured and computed resistance

and reactance of the 901 slit resonator with 0.05 in width as functions of frequency. This
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Fig. 15. Comparisons between calculated and measured reflection factors of 451 beveled slit with 0.05-in width. B;
Reflection factor phase, calculated; &; reflection factor phase, measured.

Fig. 16. Comparisons between calculated and measured reflection factors of 451 beveled slit with 0.1-in width. B;
Reflection factor magnitude, calculated; &; reflection factor magnitude, measured.
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information is implied in Figs. 8 and 9. Here, it is displayed in terms of resistance and reactance in
the belief that viewing the comparisons this way might be more useful to liner designers and
investigators who are more used to considering acoustic liners as resistive and reactive materials.
Figs. 22 and 23 offer similar comparisons for the 451 beveled slit resonator with 0.05 in width.
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Fig. 17. Comparisons between calculated and measured reflection factors of 451 beveled slit with 0.1-in width. B;
Reflection factor phase, calculated; &; reflection factor phase, measured.

Fig. 18. Comparisons between calculated and measured reflection factors of 451 beveled slit with 0.2-in width. B;
Reflection factor magnitude, calculated; &; reflection factor magnitude, measured.
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The resonators used here have a number of natural resonance and anti-resonances. At or near
these resonance frequencies, a resonator is very sensitive to excitation. As further tests of the
validity of DNS, a series of experiments and numerical simulations were carried out over the
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Fig. 19. Comparisons between calculated and measured reflection factors of 451 beveled slit with 0.2-in width. B;
Reflection factor phase, calculated; &; reflection factor phase, measured.

Fig. 20. Comparisons between calculated and measured resistance of 901 slit with 0.05-in width. B; Resistance,

calculated; &; resistance, measured (vertical slit trial #1); n; resistance, measured (vertical slit trial #2); 
; resistance,
measured (horizontal slit trial #1).
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frequency range of 1.2–1.4 kHz at frequency increments of 0.05 kHz. This frequency range is close
to a resonance of the resonators. Figs. 24 and 25 show comparisons of the measured and
calculated resistance and reactance for the 901 slit resonator with 0.05 in width. As can be seen,
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Fig. 21. Comparisons between calculated and measured reactance of 901 slit with 0.05-in width. B; Reactance,

calculated; &; reactance, measured (vertical slit trial #1); n; reactance, measured (vertical slit trial #2); 
; reactance,
measured (horizontal slit trial #1).

Fig. 22. Comparisons between calculated and measured resistance of 451 beveled slit with 0.05-in width.B;Resistance,

calculated; &; resistance, measured.
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there are good agreements in all the test cases. Over this frequency range, the resistance is
nearly constant. However, the reactance undergoes a rapid change from negative to positive
as the frequency increases, crossing the zero value at slightly above 1.25 kHz. This is typical
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Fig. 23. Comparisons between calculated and measured reactance of 451 beveled slit with 0.05-in width. B; Reactance,

calculated; &; reactance, measured.

Fig. 24. Comparisons between calculated and measured resistance of 901 slit with 0.05-in width. B; Resistance,

calculated; &; resistance, measured (vertical slit trial #1); n; resistance, measured (vertical slit trial #2); 
; resistance,
measured (horizontal slit trial #1).
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of the characteristics of reactance near a resonance. Figs. 26 and 27 show similar comparisons
for the 451 beveled slit resonator with 0.05 in width. Again, good agreements are found in
all cases.
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Fig. 25. Comparisons between calculated and measured reactance of 901 slit with 0.05-in width. B; Reactance,

calculated; &; reactance, measured (vertical slit trial #1); n; reactance, measured (vertical slit trial #2); 
; reactance,
measured (horizontal slit trial #1).

Fig. 26. Comparisons between calculated and measured resistance of 451 beveled slit with 0.05-in width.B;Resistance,

calculated; &; resistance, measured.
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The main purpose of performing numerical simulations and experimental measurements is to
offer a critical test of the validity of DNS results. However, aside from this, the simulations
provide a unique opportunity to observe the flow and acoustic field around the slit region. Owing
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Fig. 27. Comparisons between calculated and measured reactance of 451 beveled slit with 0.05-in width. B; Reactance,

calculated; &; reactance, measured.
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to the smallness of the slit, this is not easy to do experimentally. For this purpose, videos of the
simulation data were made. These videos provide the following observations.
For the 901 slit, an incident SPL around 140 dB or higher leads to strong vortex shedding (see

Fig. 28). When the incident sound wave reaches a high pressure outside the resonator, fluid is
forced into the cavity through the slit (Fig. 28 shows the flow field near maximum inflow). This
causes vortex shedding at the two corners on the cavity side. Usually, a pair of large vortices are
shed. They are followed by random shedding of smaller vortices. Half a cycle later, the pressure of
the incident sound outside the resonator is at the lowest level. This causes a reversed outflow from
the cavity through the slit. Now vortex shedding takes place at the two corners of the slit on the
outside of the resonator. The vortex-shedding phenomenon is chaotic. It is coordinated only by
the oscillating incident SPL. After the vortices are shed, they slowly migrate away from the slit
opening by mutual induction. Vortex merging is observed to occur but only as a part of the
vortex-shedding process. Once vortices become free, they seldom merge to form larger vortices.
Instead, they simply dissipate slowly by molecular viscosity.
For the 451 beveled slit, under the same incident SPL and frequency, the vortex-shedding

process is slightly different. Now there are two sharp 451 edges on the outside surface of the
resonator and two blunt 1351 corners on the inside surface. For this slit geometry, most vortex
shedding occurs at the sharp 451 edge, although some sheddings occur at the blunt 1351 corners.
Regardless of whether the fluid is leaving or entering the resonator by way of the slit, two large
vortices are shed from the sharp 451 corners of the beveled slit at the beginning of a flow cycle (see
Fig. 29). The two large vortices are usually followed by two thin shear layers, one on each side of
the slit. The thin shear layer is unstable to Kelvin–Helmholtz instability. The instability grows
very quickly, causing the thin shear layer to roll up into a string of tiny vortices. Thus, associated
with every flow reversal in the slit region is the shedding of two large vortices from the sharp edge
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Fig. 29. Vortex shedding and the development of thin shear layers and subsequent rolling up into vortices due to

Kelvin–Helmholtz instability at a 451 beveled slit.

Fig. 28. Vortex shedding at a 901 slit.
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of the slit. They are followed by a string of small vortices. Now, if the incident SPL is gradually
reduced, there is a SPL at which vortex shedding ceases to occur for the slit with 901 corners.
However, at the same SPL and frequency, vortex shedding continues at the beveled slit. Vortex
shedding stops only when the sound pressure level is further reduced.
5. Broadband incident sound waves

Inside a jet engine, in addition to tones generated directly by the fan and by the interaction of
the wake flow of the fan and the stator, there are high levels of broadband noise. By improving the
design of the fan and by increasing the distance between fan and stator, the tone intensity can be
drastically reduced. Consequently, acoustic liner suppression of broadband sound is increasingly
important. In this section, we will first discuss how to generate broadband incident sound waves
computationally. We will then examine computational error incurred in processing simulated
broadband data when the total simulation time is relatively short. Comparisons between DNS
results and experiments will be reported.

5.1. Simulation of broadband incident sound

In this investigation, a discrete frequency model is used to simulate broadband incident sound
waves with a prescribed noise spectrum. The formulation of the discrete frequency model is
presented below. It will be assumed that the broadband noise is stationary random.
Let the given broadband spectrum of the sound waves be as shown in Fig. 30. For convenience,

the spectrum is assumed to have a finite bandwidth with a minimum frequency of f L and a
maximum frequency of f H : In other words, the bandwidth w is equal to ð f H � f LÞ: The discrete
frequency model reproduces a given broadband spectrum computationally by summing over
cosine functions, each representing a small band of frequencies. To incorporate phase randomness
in the model, the chosen frequencies of the cosine functions are incommensurate. Suppose the
spectrum is divided into N bands. To produce a sequence of incommensurate frequencies, the
bandwidths are taken to increase as a geometric series with a ratio r (r41:0; not an integer) so that
if wj denotes the width of the jth band, then

wj ¼ rwj�1: (10)

The total bandwidth is

f H � f L ¼
XN

j¼1

wj ¼ w1ð1þ r þ r2 þ � � � þ rðN�1ÞÞ ¼ w1
rN � 1

r � 1

� �
:

Thus,

w1 ¼ ð f H � f LÞ
ðr � 1Þ

ðrN � 1Þ
: (11)

Once w1 is found, the width of the jth band may be calculated by

wj ¼ w1r
j�1: (12)
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Fig. 30. A discrete frequency model of a broadband spectrum.
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The jth band will be represented by the frequency located at the center of the band. The frequency
is

f j ¼ f L þ w1
ðr j þ r j�1 � 2Þ

2ðr � 1Þ
: (13)

By means of Eqs. (12) and (13), the function representing the pressure of the broadband
incident sound waves may be written as

pðtÞ ¼
XN

j¼1

ð2wjSjÞ
1=2 cosð2pf jt þ fjÞ; (14)

where Sj is the spectrum level at f j (see Fig. 30) and fj (0pfjo2p) is a randomly assigned
number.
Fig. 31 shows a time history of a broadband spectrum generated by formula (14). Here the

spectrum is assumed to be white noise from f L ¼ 0:5 kHz to f L ¼ 3:0 kHz: The sound pressure
level is 152 dB. The spectrum consists of 100 bands with r ¼ 1:01: As can be seen easily, the time
history looks very similar to that of a truly random spectrum.
5.2. Impedance computation and error estimate

One of the severe limitations of DNS at the present time is that it takes a large amount of wall
clock time to generate a relatively short data segment. This is because a large number of mesh
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Fig. 31. Time history of a simulated broadband spectrum, f L ¼ 0:5kHz; f H ¼ 3:0 kHz; N ¼ 100; r ¼ 1:01; SPL ¼

152dB:
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points are needed for accurate numerical simulation of the flow and acoustic fields. As a result,
computer time per time step of a simulation is long.
To measure acoustic impedance, a popular way is to use the two-microphone method [8,9].

However, it must be pointed out that the short data sampling time available in data processing
imposes a severe constraint on the accuracy of this method when used in DNS computations. In
this section, formulas are developed to calculate the acoustic impedance of a slit resonator by the
two-microphone method for broadband incident sound waves. A formula for estimating the
relative error due to short data sampling time will also be established. This formula was used to
select the frequencies of the discrete frequency model (to minimize relative error) in the
simulations to be reported below.
Let x be the distance measured along the length of the impedance tube from the face of the slit

as shown in Fig. 3. We will denote the locations of the two microphones as x1 and x2: Let km and
om (m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N) be the acoustic wavenumbers and angular frequencies of the incident sound
waves. Since there is no flow in the tube, the reflected waves will have the same wavenumber. The
pressure in the impedance tube may, therefore, be written in the form

pðx; tÞ ¼
XN

m¼1

fAm cosðkmx þ omt þ fmÞ þ Bm cosðkmx � omt þ cmÞg; (15)

where Am and Bm are the unknown incident and reflected wave amplitudes. fm and cm are the
unknown phases. At the two microphones 1 and 2, we have

p1ðtÞ ¼ pðx1; tÞ; (16)

p2ðtÞ ¼ pðx2; tÞ: (17)
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Let T denote the computed data length in time. An overbar will be used to denote an average
over time interval T. The following correlations can be easily established:

lim
T!1

p1ðtÞp1ðt þ tÞ � lim
T!1

1

T

Z T

0

p1ðtÞp1ðt þ tÞdt

¼
XN

m¼1

1
2
ðA2

m þ B2
mÞ þ AmBm cosð2kmx1 þ fm þ cmÞ

� �
cosðomtÞ; ð18Þ

lim
T!1

p2ðtÞp2ðt þ tÞ ¼
XN

m¼1

1
2
ðA2

m þ B2
mÞ þ AmBm cosð2kmx2 þ fm þ cmÞ

� �
cosðomtÞ; (19)

lim
T!1

p1ðtÞp2ðt þ tÞ ¼
XN

m¼1

1
2
ðA2

m þ B2
mÞ cos½kmðx1 � x2Þ� cosðomtÞ

�

þ 1
2
ðA2

m � B2
mÞ sin½kmðx1 � x2Þ� sinðomtÞ

þ AmBm cos½kmðx1 þ x2Þ þ fm þ cm� cosðomtÞ
�
: ð20Þ

The cosine decomposition of the above correlation function leads to

lim
T!1

p2
1ðomÞ � lim

T!1

2

T

Z T

0

p1ðtÞp1ðt þ tÞ cosðomtÞdt

¼ 1
2
ðA2

m þ B2
mÞ þ AmBm cos½2kmx1 þ fm þ cm�; ð21Þ

lim
T!1

p2
2ðomÞ ¼

1
2
ðA2

m þ B2
mÞ þ AmBm cos½2kmx2 þ fm þ cm�; (22)

lim
T!1

p1p2ðomÞ ¼ lim
T!1

2

T

Z T

0

p1ðtÞp2ðt þ tÞ cosðomtÞdt

¼ 1
2
ðA2

m þ B2
mÞ cos½kmðx1 � x2Þ� þ AmBm cos½kmðx1 þ x2Þ þ fm þ cm�: ð23Þ

The quantities on the left side of Eqs. (21)–(23) can be calculated from the numerical simulation
data. With three equations, the unknown wave amplitudes and phases may be found by recasting
these three equations in the following form:

tan½kmðx1 þ x2Þ þ fm þ cm� ¼
½p22ðomÞ � p21ðomÞ� sin½kmðx1 � x2Þ�

2p1p2ðomÞ � ½p2
1ðomÞ þ p2

2ðomÞ� cos½kmðx1 � x2Þ�
; (24)

AmBm ¼
½p22ðomÞ � p21ðomÞ�

2 sin½kmðx1 þ x2Þ þ fm þ cm� sin½kmðx1 � x2Þ�
; (25)

A2
m þ B2

m ¼ p21ðomÞ þ p22ðomÞ � 2AmBm cos½kmðx1 þ x2Þ þ fm þ cm� cos½kmðx1 � x2Þ�: (26)

The right side of Eq. (24) is known from simulation data. Eq. (24) can be used to determine the
unknown phase ðfm þ cmÞ: Once ðfm þ cmÞ is found, AmBm may be calculated by Eq. (25) and
ðA2

m þ B2
mÞ may be calculated by Eq. (26). With AmBm and ðA2

m þ B2
mÞ determined, ðAm þ BmÞ

2 and
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ðAm � BmÞ
2 can be computed by simple addition and subtraction, so that Am and Bm can be

calculated. In other words, the incident and reflected wave amplitudes are found. On taking the
time factor to be of the form eiomt; it is easy to find that the acoustic impedance, zm; and
absorption coefficient, am; at frequency f m ¼ om=ð2pÞ are given by the formulae

zm ¼
Am þ Bme

�iðfmþcmÞ

Am � Bme�iðfmþcmÞ
; (27)

am ¼ 1�
Bm

Am

� �2

: (28)

In deriving formulae (24)–(28), it is explicitly assumed that the data sampling time T is very
long. Unfortunately, numerical simulation usually does not provide long sampling data. For the
purpose of making an estimate of the error incurred in using a finite T, one may use the largest
term neglected in replacing T by T ! 1 in Eqs. (18)–(20). It is straightforward to find the relative
error is

Relative error ffi
Aj

Am

1

Tðom � ojÞ
: (29)

The relative error is largest when j ¼ ðm � 1Þ: On considering that the wave amplitude does not
change greatly between adjacent frequency band; i.e., Aj ffi Aj�1; the relative error becomes

Relative error ffi
1

Tðom � om�1Þ
: (30)

To achieve a relative error of less than e%; the simulation time, T, must be longer than
100=½eðom � om�1Þ�; m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N:

5.3. Comparisons with experiments

Experiments with broadband noise input were performed at the NASA Langley Research
Center using both the slit with 901 corners and the 451 beveled slit. This set of data allows us to
test the validity of DNS when the incident sound is broadband. In the experiment, the slit width
was set at 0.05 in. Two incident overall SPLs (integrated over frequency range of 0.5–3.0 kHz)
were used. One was at 120 dB and the other at 140 dB. The measured acoustic impedances of the
slit resonators using the two-microphone method are shown in Figs. 32–35. Numerical
simulations of the virtual impedance tube under conditions closely approximating those of the
experiments were carried out at the Florida State University. In the simulations, the broadband
incident sound was produced according to the discrete frequency model. The following model
parameters were used: f L ¼ 0:5kHz; f H ¼ 3:0 kHz; r ¼ 1:01; N ¼ 22:
To keep the relative error due to short simulation time to no more than 1%, the simulations

were continued for 58 periods of the lowest frequency of the spectrum ðperiod ¼ 0:0018 sÞ: This
choice was based on Eq. (30). The calculated resistances and reactances over the entire frequency
band are plotted in Figs. 32–35. On comparing the calculated and measured results, it is evident
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Fig. 32. Comparison between calculated and measured resistance of a 901 slit with 0.05-in width. Broadband incident

sound: ——, 120 dB experiment; � � � � � � � ; 120 dB calculation; — — —, 140 dB experiment; � � �m � � � ; 140 dB

calculation.

Fig. 33. Comparison between calculated and measured reactance of a 901 slit with 0.05-in width. Broadband incident

sound: ——, 120 dB experiment; � � � � � � � ; 120 dB calculation; — — —, 140 dB experiment; � � �m � � � ; 140 dB

calculation.
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that there is good overall agreement, although the comparisons for low frequencies with the
451 beveled slit are poor. The reactances for both the 901 slit and the 451 beveled slit agree well up
to 2.5 kHz. The experimental data indicate an anti-resonance at approximately 2.6–2.7 kHz. The
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Fig. 34. Comparison between calculated and measured resistance of a 451 beveled slit with 0.05-in width. Broadband

incident sound: ——, 120 dB experiment; � � � � � � � ; 120 dB calculation; — — —, 140 dB experiment; � � �m � � � ; 140 dB
calculation.

Fig. 35. Comparison between calculated and measured reactance of a 451 beveled slit with 0.05-in width. Broadband

incident sound: ——, 120 dB experiment; � � � � � � � ; 120 dB calculation; — — —, 140 dB experiment; � � �m � � � ; 140 dB
calculation.
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simulations, however, do not encounter this anti-resonance. The reason for this discrepancy is not
known. However, it should be noted that measurement difficulties in the frequency region near
anti-resonance are not uncommon.
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The average levels of resistance computed in each case are in reasonably good agreement with
experiment. Apparently due to the fact that only 22 frequency bands are used to represent the
broadband spectrum, the anti-resonance frequencies at approximately 1.1, 2.2 and 2.6 kHz are not
reproduced well in the simulations. This is because the half-width of the resonances is too narrow
to be adequately captured by the coarse frequency grid employed in the broadband model of the
simulation. It is our belief that had a larger number of frequency bands been used a better
agreement would be obtained. However, to maintain the same low relative error, the simulation
time would have to be significantly lengthened. This was not considered feasible and was not
implemented.
To further validate numerical results, the NASA Langley Research Center experiments were

repeated using a pseudo-random noise input. As mentioned in Section 2.2, the incident sound
consists of 13 discrete frequencies with prescribed amplitudes and phases. Because the vortex-
shedding phenomenon is nonlinear, it is expected that the effect of different frequencies would be
coupled. This coupling results from achieving sufficient acoustic particle velocity through the slit
to trigger this nonlinearity. Thus, these experiments would provide a test of whether numerical
simulation can duplicate possible nonlinear coupling of a large number of discrete frequencies.
Figs. 36 and 37 show comparisons of the measured and computed normalized acoustic

impedance of the 901 slit. There appears to be an anti-resonance around 2.2–2.3 kHz. Because of
the wide spacing of the frequency bands, this anti-resonance is not well resolved by both
experiment and DNS. At an anti-resonance, the reactance has a jump discontinuity. The structure
of the jump discontinuity is shown in Figs. 33 and 35. On one side of the jump discontinuity, the
reactance is positive. On the other side, the reactance is negative. In Fig. 37, it is likely that the
jump discontinuity is at 2.25 kHz. Due to minor differences between experiment and numerical
simulation, the experimental data point is on one side of the jump discontinuity, while the DNS
data point is on the other side. Outside the anti-resonance frequency region, there is general
Fig. 36. Comparison between calculated and measured normalized resistance for the 901 slit with 0.05-in width under

pseudo-random acoustic excitation. —�—, Experiment; � � �m � � � ; DNS.
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Fig. 37. Comparison between calculated and measured normalized reactance for the 901 slit with 0.05-in width under

pseudo-random acoustic excitation. —�—, Experiment; � � �m � � � ; DNS.

Fig. 38. Comparison between calculated and measured normalized resistance for the 451 slit with 0.05-in width under

pseudo-random acoustic excitation. —�—, Experiment; � � �m � � � ; DNS.
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agreement between experiment and DNS results. Figs. 38 and 39 show similar comparisons for the
451 beveled slit. Other than a couple of isolated points, there is good agreement between
measurements and computed results. The agreement is especially good for the normalized
reactance.
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Fig. 39. Comparison between calculated and measured normalized reactance for the 451 slit with 0.05-in width under

pseudo-random acoustic excitation. —�—, Experiment; � � �m � � � ; DNS.
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6. DNS as a design tool

The purpose of validating DNS results is, of course, to ensure that DNS can offer accurate
prediction. However, DNS should not be regarded as only a prediction tool in acoustic liner
technology. It has the potential to eventually become a useful design tool. To become an effective
tool for design, DNS must overcome a number of hurdles. For example, the effects of multiple
slits (or holes), grazing flow, and 3-D (current model is 2-D) must be incorporated. Current
acoustic liner simulations require long computer run time. This, however, is not a permanent
problem. Future generation fast computers should reduce the run time. The use of massively
distributed or parallel computers should also reduce the run time. Improvements on
Computational Aeroacoustics (CAA) methodology should also help to shorten significantly the
run time required in a simulation.
To illustrate the potential usefulness of DNS as a design tool even under the constraint of

current CAA methodology and computer hardware, let us consider the possibility of increasing
the resistance of a resonant liner by simple geometrical modification. One simple way to increase
the resistance is to enhance vortex shedding at the slit opening. This can be accomplished by using
a beveled slit instead of a slit with 901 corners. To obtain quantitative data for design
consideration, two series of numerical simulations were carried out at identical incident sound
levels and frequencies: one for the normal 901 slit and the other for the 451 beveled slit. The
measured acoustic impedance and absorption coefficients are shown in Tables 1–3. Table 1
provides data for the 0.05-in slit. Tables 2 and 3 provide similar information for the 0.1- and 0.2-in
slits. These data indicate that, except at 0.5 kHz, which is near the resonance frequency of the
cavity, the use of a beveled slit increases the resistance. The reason for this increased resistance is
simple. A beveled slit promotes vortex shedding that leads to an increase in resistance. Tables 1–3
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Table 1

Comparison between the acoustic impedance and absorption coefficients of resonators with 901 normal slit and

451 beveled slit under identical incident SPL and frequency (time dependence eiot)

Frequency (kHz) SPL (dB) Vortex shedding Acoustic impedance Absorption coefficient

0.5 151.1 N: strong (3.88, 0.46) 0.65

B: strong (3.73, 0.66) 0.65

1.0 149.9 N: strong (2.16, 4.82) 0.26

B: strong (2.45, 4.64) 0.29

1.5 150.9 N: weak (2.92, 2.47) 0.54

B: strong (3.24, 2.06) 0.58

2.0 149.7 N: weak (1.62, 6.58) 0.13

B: strong (1.76, 5.20) 0.20

2.5 150.0 N: weak (1.84, 5.69) 0.18

B: strong (2.13, 3.88) 0.34

2.5 142.6 N: no (0.66, 6.41) 0.06

B: moderate (1.08, 4.70) 0.16

3.0 149.3 N: no (1.25, 9.57) 0.05

B: weak (1.41, 7.32) 0.09

3.0 141.6 N: no (0.57, 9.60) 0.02

B: weak (0.77, 7.93) 0.05

N ¼ slit with 901 corners, B ¼ 45� beveled slit, slit width ¼ 0:05 in:

Table 2

Slit width ¼ 0:1 in

Frequency (kHz) SPL (dB) Vortex shedding Acoustic impedance Absorption coefficient

0.5 152.7 N: strong (2.12, 0.33) 0.86

B: strong (2.07, 0.39) 0.86

1.0 149.4 N: weak (0.49, 4.88) 0.08

B: weak (0.52, 4.54) 0.09

1.5 151.1 N: strong (1.17, 1.97) 0.54

B: strong (1.21, 1.66) 0.63

2.0 149.2 N: weak (0.45, 5.44) 0.06

B: weak (0.68, 4.86) 0.10

2.0 145.4 N: no (0.25, 5.46) 0.03

B: very weak (0.45, 4.99) 0.07

2.5 151.2 N: weak (0.66, 4.07) 0.14

B: strong (0.94, 3.35) 0.25

2.5 142.7 N: no (0.24, 4.14) 0.05

B: very weak (0.45, 3.57) 0.12

3.0 149.3 N: no (0.49, 6.97) 0.04

B: weak (0.69, 6.24) 0.07

3.0 142.1 N: no (0.23, 6.96) 0.02

B: very weak (0.34, 6.27) 0.03
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Table 3

Slit width ¼ 0:2 in

Frequency (kHz) SPL (dB) Vortex shedding Acoustic impedance Absorption coefficient

0.5 153.8 N: strong (1.03, 0.31) 0.97

B: strong (0.83, 0.27) 0.97

1.0 149.2 N: no (0.11, 4.39) 0.02

B: weak (0.22, 4.28) 0.04

1.5 150.6 N: strong (0.40, 1.51) 0.38

B: strong (0.45, 1.32) 0.47

2.0 149.2 N: no (0.15, 4.15) 0.03

B: weak (0.29, 3.95) 0.07

2.0 145.2 N: no (0.09, 4.14) 0.02

B: very weak (0.19, 3.94) 0.04

2.5 149.9 N: weak (0.22, 2.51) 0.12

B: moderate (0.42, 2.28) 0.23

2.5 142.4 N: no (0.10, 2.49) 0.06

B: very weak (0.22, 2.26) 0.13

3.0 149.0 N: no (0.20, 5.03) 0.03

B: weak (0.30, 4.72) 0.05

3.0 142.4 N: no (0.09, 5.01) 0.01

B: very weak (0.15, 4.72) 0.03
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indicate that, in a number of cases, there is no vortex shedding associated with the use of a slit
with 901 corners but there is vortex shedding when a beveled slit is used. For these cases, there is
an increase in absorption coefficient for the beveled slit. Clearly, as CAA methodology improves
such that the hurdles discussed above can be overcome, DNS offers a potential to be a very useful
design tool.
It should be noted that continued DNS advances must be validated with measurements of

similar quality to those used in the current study. For the current investigation, special effort was
taken to match the experimental study to the computational model. For this reason, slit samples
were used instead of perforate liners. The geometry of the slit is more amenable to a 2-D fluid
dynamics description, whereas the perforated holes of typical liners require a 3-D description.
7. Concluding remarks

In this work, extensive comparisons between experimental measurements and direct numerical
simulation results of the interaction of acoustic waves and a slit resonator are provided. The test
matrix includes slits with two different geometries, three slit widths and six discrete sound
frequencies. Good agreements are found. Comparisons are also made for broadband incident
sound waves and sound waves with a prescribed pseudo-random spectrum. Again good
agreements are found. Based on these favorable results, it is our belief that DNS, using advanced
CAA methods, has proven to be reliable and accurate for this simple configuration. This offers
hope that, when using a properly designed computation grid and appropriate mathematical
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model, DNS has the potential to provide increased understanding of the oscillatory fluid
dynamics of orifices in high SPL and high-velocity grazing flow environments.
Currently, empirical models are used for liner design and performance prediction. These models

are fairly accurate in their domain of application. One of the possible immediate uses of DNS is to
try to validate the empirical constants in some of these models computationally. If efforts of this
kind are successful, the reliability and accuracy of these models will be improved by the reduction
of empiricism. Furthermore, by making the older generation model more physics-based, their
range of applicability might be extended beyond that of their original database.
An important advantage of DNS is that it offers a detailed visualization of the flow and

acoustic fields that are usually difficult to obtain experimentally. This is because the slit or hole
openings of acoustic liners are generally very small. For this reason, flow visualization has often
been conducted on scaled-up models. This approach requires a thorough understanding of all of
the issues related with scaling. In Ref. [3], visualization based on the simulation data
demonstrated that vortex shedding was the dominant mechanism of acoustic dissipation at high
incident sound level. At low SPL, viscous dissipation that took place at two oscillatory shear
layers developed slightly off the walls at the opening of the resonator was responsible for the
damping of incident sound. This new understanding was made possible by visualization and
analysis of DNS data. From this point of view, we regard DNS as a useful complement to
laboratory experiment.
In addition to the prediction capability and the possibility of supplementing experimental

observations and measurements, DNS has the eventual potential of becoming a useful design tool
for acoustic liners. A very simple example is provided in this work. With advances in computer
memory and speed, together with advances in CAA methodology, the use of DNS as a design tool
may one day become a reality. It is the view of the authors that the results provided in the current
report provide a strong foundation for further investigations intended to help us reach this goal.
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